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Market Outlook
This year has been marked by some of the fastest economic growth in nearly 40 years. Raymond James Chief
Investment Officer Lawrence Adams equates progress
this year to a mountaintop when “the best views come
after the hardest climbs.” Although things have improved, it is important as we close the year to watch
how fiscal policy shifts the economy and Biden’s infrastructure deal takes shape.

The Economy and Fiscal Policy
The Fed aims to support the economy through 2 tools:
fiscal policy and monetary policy. While both influence
economic behavior, monetary policy focuses on short –
term interest rates while fiscal policy concerns tax and
spending policy. During a recession, spending is reduced (due to job and income loss) and that starts a
cycle of further job loss and less spending. Fiscal stimulus is used in these situations to support demand until
the conditions improve.
In 2020 and 2021, $5.2 trillion in fiscal stimulus was
used to the combat effects of the pandemic. An important question that has arisen is: should investors be
worried about climbing federal debt as a result? The
good news is the government does not operate like a
household so as long as the government can borrow
then make payments on the existing debt, increasing
interest should not be a problem.
While fiscal support has helped demand, the heightened supply chain issues caused by the Delta variant
and labor shortages in the US have created a new roadblock to economic recovery. The nature of this pandemic has led to several manufacturing and port shutdowns
across Asia, limiting the product supply to the US. We
can see the light at the end of the tunnel of this historic
global supply chain issue but it is still distant.

Biden’s Infrastructure Plan and The Fall
Agenda
President Biden's infrastructure plan will face more significant tests as a bipartisan deal gets closer to being
reached. The results of what happens with this plan will
determine how the market reacts but the top concern in
the short-term will be the debt limit. Experts feel the
mostly likely scenario is a deal passed with an overall
economic package near $1.85 trillion, using tax increases along with other revenue changes to counterbalance
a large section of the funding.
Paired with the infrastructure package, critical fiscal
deadlines are on the agenda this fall. Democrats initially
attempted to pair the debt limit increase with a funding
bill but that increased government shutdown concerns.
Although concerns remain high, a pathway to using the
reconciliation process is not out of the question. The
outlook is on this situation still remains hopeful that a
solution to the debt ceiling debate is reached, without
breaching the fiscal cliff.
The political activity this fall with the infrastructure plan
and other important fiscal deadlines will certainty play a
role in the new year as the country gears up for the
2022 midterm elections.
.Questions

If you have any questions about the economic outlook,
or Biden’s infrastructure package, please let our team
know.
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Economic Snapshot
US economic growth was blistering in the first half of the year (stronger than the GDP figures would suggest,
held back by a reduction in inventories and a wider trade deficit). The Delta surge has stalled the recovery in
consumer services, but that’s likely to be temporary. Growth in consumer spending and business investment
was expected to moderate (though remain at a strong pace) even before the Delta surge, partly reflecting a
reduction in fiscal stimulus. Inflation pressures remain persistent, but are still expected to be transitory. The
Fed is on track to gradually reduce monetary accommodation.
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Investing involves risk, and investors may incur a profit or a loss. Past performance is not an indication of future results. There is no assurance
that any forecast mentioned will occur. Expressions of opinion are as of this date, subject to change without notice and are not guaranteed to occur. Some
material in this newsletter prepared by Raymond James for use its financial advisors. This information is not a complete summary or statement of all available data necessary for making an investment decision and does not constitute a recommendation. All opinions are those of the author and not necessarily
Raymond James.
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